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The present study used a novel methodological approach to
explore and explain patterns of Internet problem gambling, and
to provide insights to support strategies to mitigate risks
associated with Internet gambling. Only problem gamblers were
observed in this study; low-risk, moderate risk and non-problem
gamblers were beyond its scope. Qualitative rather than
traditionally quantitative techniques to make sense out of the
‘big data’ held by gambling companies. This new approach has
several benefits, the most important of which is generating new
ideas.

Key Points

Background
Internet gambling participation rates are increasing among British
adults with 15% of men and 5% of women now gambling on-line
(Conolly et al., 2017). While most Internet gamblers do not
experience gambling-related problems, studies have consistently
demonstrated that gambling on the Internet is associated with
significantly higher rates of problem gambling compared to landbased gambling (Wood, Williams and Parke, 2012). Growing
participation in Internet gambling, and acknowledgment of its risks,
has led to Internet gambling being identified as a priority area for
research in Great Britain.

Some key insights include:

• Winning is a critical ingredient for risky behaviour

among problem gamblers wagering on the Internet.
The timing and nature of wins can have different
cognitive, emotional and practical implications
making it difficult to stop gambling.

• When problem gamblers win money back, they try to
reduce risks, at least temporarily by taking breaks,
reducing stakes, changing games and withdrawing
funds from their account. However, risk usually reescalates if gambling continues.

• A 'cash-out' feature, giving players the option to

prematurely settle their bets, together with 'live
betting' options permit problem gamblers to gamble
for longer, more frequently and with fewer breaks.

• Among the usual harms associated with gambling this
study highlighted how pre-occupation with gambling
can be problematic even when a player is not logged
on, or losing money.

Implications for policy and research include:

• Promoting and facilitating the account withdrawal

process to ensure problem gamblers are not nudged out
of their decision to stop gambling or withdraw funds.

• Increasing focus on strategies to mitigate risks

associated with continuity (e.g., the timing and delivery
of breaks in play) and exploring options for restricting
riskier betting options.

Research Approach
Grounded theory was employed because of its powerful application to
areas of limited existing theory such as Internet gambling. This
method generates new theory thatJTAHSPVOEFEJOEBUB capturing real
gambling, in real gambling situations. It involvesa systematicQSPDFTT
PGidentifying and explainingQBUUFSOTof relevant behaviour (i.e.,
Internet problem gambling).
5XPUZQFTPGEBUBXFSFBOBMZTFEJOUIJTSFTFBSDI'JSTU EJHJUBMEBUB
DBQUVSJOHhundreds of thousands of gambling events and CFIBWJPVSs
PGQSPCMFNHBNCMFST were exploredSecond, multiple in-depth
JOUFSWJFXT XJUI11 QSPCMFNHBNCMFSTQSPWJEFE JOTJHIUTtISPVHI
FYQMPSJOHBUUJUVEFT FYQFSJFODFTBOEQFSTPOBMFYQMBOBUJPOTPGtheir
PXOInternet gambling CFIBWJPVS.

Model 1: Evolving
Features of Risk

Figure 1. Evolving Remote Features Model of Behavioural Risk

Figure 1 summarises the proposed model
'Evolving Remote Features of Behavioural Risk'.
These features of Internet gambling observed in
relation to pattens of problem gambling fell into
two categories:
• Features of a Gambling Activity: Speed
of Play, Live Betting, Cash-Out and
Betting Option Expansion, and;
• Features of the Gambling Website:
Transaction Speeds, Marketing Prompts
and Withdrawal Barriers.
LONG DURATION
"OJODSFBTFEOVNCFSPGCFUUJOHNBSLFUT CFU
UZQFT TQPSUJOHFWFOUUZQFT CFUUJOHBUTIPSU
PEETUPJODSFBTFXJOSBUFBOEDBTIJOHPVU
MPTJOHCFUTUPSFTUBLFFMTFXIFSFBMMDPOUSJCVUFE
UPNBLJOHInternet gambling QBSUJDVMBSMZTQPSUT
CFUUJOH NPSFDPOUJOVPVT(JF,TIPSUFSand fewer
CSFBLTCFUXFFOCFUT).5IJTDPOUJOVJUZDSFBUFTBO
PQQPSUVOJUZGPSQSPCMFNHBNCMFSTUPDPOUJOVF
HBNCMJOHBGUFSJODVSSJOHMPTTFTBOEBWPJE
QPUFOUJBMWBMVBCMFCSFBLTJOQMBZUIBUTVQQPSU
FWBMVBUJPOof gamblingCFIBWJPVS.

PLAYER VIEWS
“[Remote Gambling] allows players to make a lot of
decisions in a very short space of time before they
have had a chance to consider just how potentially
damaging these decisions are, when things are going
badly there is a strong temptation to ignore the
negative sides in the hope that if you quickly bet big
and add more in, you'll end up making profit and
not have to deal with those negative feelings or
ideas... This only ever lasts during the moment,
afterwards you do realise how irrational you were,
even in the case of you actually winning back the
losses there can be a sense of guilt or self-awareness
at the ridiculousness of the situation you have let
yourself get into.”
Male Problem Gambler, Age 28,
Problem Gambling Severity Index =12

HIGH BET FREQUENCY
The virtually unlimited availability of betting options and increased speed of gambling
means that problem gamblers can lose substantial sums in a short space of time.
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5IFBDDFTTJCJMJUZPGInternetHBNCMJOHNFBOTUIBUQSPCMFNHBNCMFSTBSFCFUUJOH
JOUFSNJUUFOUMZUISPVHIPVUUIFEBZUPDIBTFMPTTFTPSalleviate boredomBeing preoccupied with gambling in this way can make it difficult to focus on life's priorities
such family, work and health. /FXGFBUVSFT MJLFcBTI-oVUcan increase these kinds of
distractions among problem gamblers
6/40$*"#-&)0634
The ability to gamble on-line between midnight and 6amDBOMFBEUP additional
OFHBUJWFDPOTFRVFODFTincluding bad decision-making, fatigue, and the various
negative consequences associated with sleep deprivation.
.00%.0%*'*$"5*0/
Evolving features of Internet gamblingfurther intensify the immediacy and
BDDFTTJCJMJUZPf this gambling medium; these conditions provide an ideal environment
for problem gamblersto use gambling to temporarily alleviate negative feelings and
avoid stress. However, avoidant coping will likely exacerbate problems over the longer
term.
POTENTIAL FOR (".#-*/(3&-"5&%)"3.
%BUBBMTPJOEJDBUFEUIBUNPOFUBSZMPTTFTXFSFOPUUIFPOMZIBSNGVMDPOTFRVFODFTfor
for problem gamblersTime-loss, pre-occupation psychological harm and the inability
to give sufficient focus to life's priorities were also reported

MODEL 1 IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY, PRACTICE AND
RESEARCH

• Further developing and promoting of time-related responsible gambling tools
(e.g., options for designating ‘gambling windows’).
• Developing opportunities for restricting riskier betting options (e.g., live
betting, cash-out, reverse withdrawals).
• Exploring more innovative responsible gambling options as such ‘in-play
withdrawals’ direct to the customer's bank account.
• Exploring strategies to mitigate risks associated with continuity (e.g., timing
and delivery of breaks in play).
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Model 2: Winning and
Behavioural Risk
Figure 2 summarises the proposed model
'Winning and Behaviour Risk' and outlines
opportunities for improving responsible gambling
provision.
PROXIMAL (IMMEDIATE) RISK
WIFSFXJOOJOHPDDVSSFEFBSMZJOBTFTTJPO 
XIJMFUIFSFXBTOPJNNFEJBUFGJOBODJBMUISFBU 
QSPCMFNHBNCMFSTFYIJCJUFESJTLZCFIBWJPSCZ
HBNCMJOHGPSMPOHFS QMBZJOHMBUFSBUOJHIUPS
CFUUJOHBUIJHIFSTUBLFTSuchSJTLTXFSFBUUSJCVUFE
CZQSPCMFNHBNCMFSTUPUIFGPMMPXJOH GBDUPST
JODSFBTFECFMJFGJOQFSTPOBMMVDLPSTLJMM IBWJOH
NPSFNPOFZXJUIXIJDIUPHBNCMF VOEFSWBMVJOH
FMFDUSPOJDNPOFZSFMBUJWFUPSFBMDBTI FOIBODFE
NPPE BOEUIFNPUJWBUJPOUPSFDPWFSMPTTFTGSPN
QSFWJPVTTFTTJPOT

PLAYER VIEWS
"Before my big win my intention was to withdraw
90% of the win and leave myself an allowance to
play with but due to the reverse withdrawal option
my stakes almost doubled then you chase a win and
gamble almost all of the winnings. I have won big
money lots of times but never withdrawn it because
the reverse withdrawal option. It shouldn't be an
option... But my intention is to buy nice things with
my win, I round off the number as I reverse
withdraw. I'd say to myself just £500 then again
and again till I end up with not a penny but
depressed. It's the worst habit there is."
Female Problem Gambler, Age 34,
Problem Gambling Severity Index = 9

SELF-PROTECTIVE BEHAVIOUR (SPB)
1SPCMFNHBNCMFSTCFDPNFNPSFSJTLBWFSTF
GPMMPXJOHUIFTVDDFTTGVMSFDPWFSZPGTFTTJPOMPTTFT
)PXFWFS UIJTTFMGQSPUFDUJWFCFIBWJPS 41# XBT
VTVBMMZUJNFMJNJUFEBOEXBTNPTUDPNNPOMZ
FYQSFTTFEUISPVHIBDDPVOUXJUIESBXBMTMPTU
QSPCMFNHBNCMFSTSFUBJOFEBTNBMMQPSUJPOPGUIF
CBMBODFUPDPOUJOVFHBNCMJOH41#XBTSFQPSUFE
UPSFGMFDUQSFTTVSFTPOUJNFPSNPOFZBOEUIF
SFMJFGUIBUFNFSHFEGSPNwinning their money
back41#also JODMVEFECSFBLTJOQMBZ 
SFEVDJOHbet GSFRVFODZBOEQMBZJOHMPXFSTUBLFT

Figure 2. Winning and Behavioural Risk and Implications for Responsible Gambling

RE-ESCALATION
%FTQJUFFYIJCJUJOHDBVUJPOBGUFSSFDPWFSJOH
MPTTFT SJTLZCFIBWJPVSNBZSFFTDBMBUFJG
QSPCMFNHBNCMFSTGBJMUPTUPQHBNCMJOH
TIPSUMZUIFSFBGUFS3FDVSSFOUEFQPTJUTBOE
SFWFSTJOHQSFWJPVTXJUIESBXBMEFDJTJPOT
Bre DPNNPOfFBUVSFTXIFOSJTL
SFFTDBMBUFT*OUFSWJFXTSFWFBMFEUIBUB
EFTJSF UPTVTUBJOUIFQPTJUJWFGFFMJOHPG
XJOOJOH BOEB UFOEFODZUPDPOWJODF
UIFNTFMWFTUIBUXJOOJOHJTMJLFMZUP
DPOUJOVF CPUIJOIJCJUUIFBCJMJUZUP
EJTDPOUJOVF HBNCMJOH
PROSPECTIVE (FUTURE) RISK
4FTTJPOBMXJOOJOHBMTPJODSFBTFErisk in
future gambling sessionsIODSFBTFTJOOFU
FYQFOEJUVSF EFQPTJUTJ[F EFQPTJU
GSFRVFODZ BOETFTTJPOGSFRVFODZXFSF
PCTFSWFE subsequent to winning sessions
"UUBDINFOUTUPTQFDJGJD HBNFTBTTPDJBUFE
XJUIXJOOJOHbig XFSFBMTPPCTFSWFE
RJTLTappear to EJTTJQBUFPWFSUJNF
QBSUJDVMBSMZGPMMPXJOHQFSJPETPGMPTJOH.
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MODEL 2 IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY,
PRACTICE AND RESEARCH
• Promoting and facilitating the account withdrawal process to
ensure problem gamblers are not nudged out of their
decision to stop gambling or withdraw funds.
• Exploring self-protective behaviour and winning as an
opportunity for staff to engage with suspected problem
gamblers who may be more amenable to outside
interventions during these periods rather than when losing.
• Exploring win limits as a responsible gambling option may
prove helpful in reducing the impact of winning in
subsequent gambling sessions and improve the consumer
experience.
• Developing a better understanding of the impact of softer
versus harder profile games (i.e., volatility) given the
potential link to Winning and Behavioural Risk and
exploring options for how product volatility can be
communicated to consumers.
• Problem gamblers can develop an attachment and unrealistic
expectations of winning on specific games where they have
previously experienced success. Specifically challenging these
heuristics could feature in some education and treatment
programs.

Conclusions
This study was an extensive, systematic investigation of problem gambling behaviour on the Internet. The research proposes
explanatory accounts of how (a) evolving features of Internet gambling, and (b) the size, nature and timing of winning outcomes, can
influence gambling-related risk. As with all qualitative research it is important to remember that the behaviour and experience of this
sample of problem gamblers may not be reflective of all British-based on-line problem gamblers. Therefore, it is important to back up
this qualitative investigation with further empirical support. The behavioural patterns of the problem gamblers within this study were
not simplistic, but rather demonstrated a complex interaction of structural characteristics, gambling outcomes and gambling behaviour.
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